NOVA SCOTIA RISK SHARING POOL
APRIL 2016 OPERATIONAL REPORT

ACTUARIAL HIGHLIGHTS
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For your convenience, bookmarks have been added to this document. To view them, please click on
the BOOKMARK tab at the left.
Should you require any further information, please call Norm Seeney, Vice President, Finance &
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1
1.1

Summary
Valuation Schedule (Fiscal Year 2016)

The April 2016 Operational Report leverages actuarial assumptions consistent with last month (that
is, it does not reflect the results of an updated valuation). The table immediately below summarizes
the implemented valuations and future scheduled valuations for fiscal year 2016.

Valuation
Date
Sep. 30, 2015
(completed)

Dec. 31, 2015
(completed)

NOVA SCOTIA RISK SHARING POOL
FISCAL YEAR 2016 – SCHEDULE OF VALUATIONS
Discount
Operational
Rate
Description of Changes
Report
(per annum)
0.70%
Oct. 2015
updated valuation (roll forward): accident year
2015 loss ratio decreased 2.2 points to 95.1%;
mfad: 25 bp
discount rate decreased by 20 basis points; no
change to selected margins for adverse
deviations
0.64%
mfad: 25 bp

Mar. 2016

updated valuation: accident year 2015 loss
ratio decreased 4.9 points to 90.2%; accident
year 2016 loss ratio decreased 5.1 points to
94.7%; discount rate decreased by 6 basis
points; no change to selected margins for
adverse deviations

Mar. 31, 2016

May 2016

update valuation (roll forward):

Jun. 30, 2016

Aug. 2016

update valuation:

Sep. 30, 2016

Oct. 2016

update valuation (roll forward):

Under the proposed schedule for fiscal year 2016, the “off-half” valuation quarters ending
March 31, 2016 and September 30, 2016 would not reflect a full valuation update of assumptions,
but would rather “roll-forward” key assumptions from the previous valuation.
1.2

Appointed Actuary and Hybrid Actuarial Services Model

Liam McFarlane of Ernst & Young LLP is Facility Association’s Appointed Actuary (effective as of
June 1, 2013).
Facility Association operates under a “hybrid” model in relation to the management and provision of
actuarial services. Under this model, actuarial services are performed by both Facility Association’s
internal staff and its external actuarial consulting firm. The hybrid model approach maximizes the
efficiency of resource allocation while providing access to additional expertise and capacity as
needed.
1.3

Consideration of Recent Legal Decisions and Changes in Legislation / Regulation

Consideration and assessment of potential impacts of legal decisions and changes in legislation /
regulation constitutes a regular part of the valuation process. Descriptions of some of the more
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recent changes are provided below.
Nova Scotia Bill 86, known as the “Fair Auto Insurance Reforms” (FAIR) was introduced on
November 9, 2011. FAIR was implemented in two phases. Regulations related to FAIR Phase I
(effective April 1, 2012) was published in the Royal Gazette Part 11, on January 13, 2012. These
include provisions for: enhanced mandatory benefits under Section B (these include medical,
rehabilitation, funeral, death and loss of income benefits), prohibiting premium increases if no claim
is made, assistance for volunteer Fire Departments, and periodic review of Auto Insurance Law.
FAIR Phase II (effective April 1, 2013) includes provisions for: diagnostic and treatment protocols
for minor injuries, introduction of direct compensation for property damage, and limited liability and
new priority of pay rules for rental companies. At the June 30, 2015 valuation, reform adjustments
(originally introduced with the June 30, 2014 valuation) were explicitly taken into account with the
updated industry trend analysis (completed using industry data as at December 31, 2014), impacting
the selection of ultimates.
1.4

Current Provision Summary

The charts immediately below show the current levels of claim liabilities1 booked by accident year.
The left chart displays life-to-date payments, case reserves, IBNR, and the total including actuarial
present value adjustments against accident year earned premium. The right chart shows the
associated dollar amounts for the components of the claim liabilities and the current projected
amount of 2016 full year earned premium (the red hash-mark line) to provide some perspective.

“M/S” refers to “Member Statement” values – that is, actuarial present value adjustments at the selected discount rate.

The current actuarial present value adjustments balance ($3.8 million – see table immediately below)
represents 27% of the earned premium projected for the full year 2016 (see the upper right corner of
the right chart above). If our current estimates of the nominal unpaid amounts prove to match actual
claims payments, the actuarial present value
adjustments will be released into the net
operating result over future periods.
The table to the left breaks down the Member
Statement (M/S) claim liabilities total into
component parts, showing that the majority of
1

Claim liabilities refer to provision for unpaid indemnity and allowed claims expenses. Allowed claims expenses are first party legal
and other expenses as listed in the RSP Claims Guide. Claims expenses paid through the member company expense allowance are
NOT included in this discussion.
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the claim liabilities for this pool is in case reserves. Approximately 81% of the IBNR balance relates
to accident years 2015 and 2016 (see Exhibit B). Approximately 90% of the M/S total claim
liabilities are related to accident years 2012-2016 inclusive (i.e. the most recent 5 accident years) –
this is a relatively high percentage, reflecting the relatively recent start time for this pool (2007).
The tables immediately below summarize the premium liabilities and the total policy liabilities.

Activity During the Month of April 2016

2
2.1

Recorded Premium and Claims Activity

The table immediately below summarizes the extent to which premiums and claims amounts
recorded during the month differ from projections reflected in the prior month’s Operational Report2.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs Projected Summary: Recorded Transaction Amounts ($ thousands)

(Recorded transaction amounts exclude IBNR & other actuarial provisions)

Claims transaction activity is generally volatile and changes from one month to the next are
anticipated due to this natural “process variance” (this is particularly true where volumes are low).
Each month, the projection variances are reviewed for signs of projection bias and to identify
potential ways to reduce the level of the variance. Commentary from our review is provided in the
sub-sections that follow.
2.1.a Actual vs. Projected (AvsP): Earned Premium
The charts at the top of the next page show actual earned premium3 activity in each of the most
recent 25 calendar months, along with a “prior 24-month average” to show how each month’s actual
compares with the average amount of the preceding 24 calendar months.

2

There may be rounding differences in values in this document compared with the associated Bulletin and/or Operational Report.

3

Premium is earned on a daily basis based on the transaction term measured in days. As a result, months with 31 days earned
relatively more than those with 30 days, and February earns the least.
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Nova Scotia RSP Actual Earned Premium by Calendar Month

Earned premium changes during a given calendar month in relation to prior accident years tend to
be at modest levels, although relatively high levels seem to occur in January each year.
The associated variance between the actual changes and the projections from the previous month are
shown in the charts immediately below. Earned premium change projections are all attributed to
the current accident year as the projection upload does not accept earned premium changes for
other accident years. We do not see this limitation as being significant for our purposes, but it does
mean that the actual less projection variance will equal the actual earned premium change in
relation to prior accident years.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs. Projected Summary: Earned Premium Variances by Calendar Month

We project earned premium changes from
known unearned premium and projected written
premium levels, but upload the total projections
as current accident year (CAY). This process has
generated bias4, with actuals generally lower
than projected. However, the magnitude is not
high relative to monthly premium, and the
variances are within the prior 24-month standard deviation more often than indicated by a normal
distribution (see table above). Over time, we may consider other projection approaches to narrow
monthly variance levels further, but it is not currently deemed a priority.
2.1.b AvsP: Recorded Indemnity & Allowed Claims Expense
Actual recorded activity (paid and case reserve changes) over the last 25-month period are shown in
4

The prior accident years (PAYs) variances will show bias as the projection upload forces all earned premium projections to be
attributed to the current accident year.
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the charts immediately below, including the “prior 24-month average” level.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual Recorded by Calendar Month

Recorded activity variances from the previous month’s projections are shown in the charts
immediately below, including the “prior 24-month standard deviation” levels.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs Projected Summary: Recorded Variances by Calendar Month

With respect to recorded indemnity & allowed
claims expense activity, caution must be
exercised in reviewing the variances as this is a
small pool and single claim transactions that are
normal course for the business may look
“unusual” and generate relatively “significant”
variances that in nominal value terms are not that
significant. That said, for prior accident years’ (PAYs) recorded variances (left chart above), the
percentage of months (28%) with variances in excess of one standard deviation suggests the
projection process performs little better than simply projecting based on a 24-month average. We
have also noticed that 10 of the last 15 months have shown PAY recorded activity in the
$300 thousand plus level, whereas this would be considered unusual prior to 2015. This is creating
repeated variances outside the one-standard deviation band (7 of the last 12 months are outside of
this band). We are continuing to monitor this situation and have adjusted our projections somewhat
in light of this.
The PAY recorded variance for the current month was outside the one standard deviation band. The
activity for this month was reviewed and confirmed, with the variance attributed to process variance.
The current accident year (CAY) recorded variances (right chart above), with 24% of months with
variances in excess of a 24-month standard deviation suggests the projection process performs not
much better than simply projecting based on a 24-month average. We do not see evidence of bias in
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the variances.
The CAY recorded variance for the current month was outside the one standard deviation band. The
activity for this month was reviewed and confirmed, with the variance attributed to process variance.
The method for establishing IBNR adjusts automatically for changes in earned premium and
recorded claims activity level (see sections 2.2 and 3).
We have included, for reference, additional charts immediately below related to levels influencing
recorded activity.
Nova Scotia RSP Levels that influence5 Recorded activity by Calendar Month

(Note: July 2014 PAYs recorded as % of Beginning IBNR was 704%
the axis in the left chart above was limited to focus the discussion.)

We track beginning prior accident years’ IBNR as recorded activity “comes out of” IBNR. Changes
in the prior accident years’ beginning IBNR (see upper left chart above) occur for several possible
reasons:


to offset actual recorded activity (through loss ratio matching);



the annual switchover as a current accident year becomes a prior accident year (occurs in
January); and



when a new valuation is implemented, where the valuation resulted in changes to the
selection of prior accident years’ ultimate (will show up as a beginning IBNR change one
month after the valuation is implemented, i.e. the change will generally show in April, June,
September, and November).

5

Our recorded activity projections for the prior accident years are based on selected ratios of recorded activity to beginning unpaid
balances, whereas the current accident year projections are based on selected ratios of year-to-date IBNR to year-to-date selected
ultimate (i.e. selected LR x earned premium), deriving year-to-date recorded as selected ultimate less IBNR. In both cases, the ratio
selection is based on our review of the more recent recorded activity and recent AvsP analyses.
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2.1.c

AvsP: Paid Indemnity & Allowed Claims Expense

The charts immediately below show actual paid activity in each of the most recent 25 calendar
months, along with a “prior 24-month average” to show how each month’s actual compares with the
average amount of the preceding 24 calendar months.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual Paid by activity Calendar Month

The charts immediately below show the actual less projected paid variances for the last 25 calendar
months, along with bands for the “prior 24-month standard deviations” to show how the variances
from projection compare with historical standard deviations.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs Projected Summary: Paid Variances by Calendar Month

With respect to paid indemnity & allowed
claims expense activity, caution must be
exercised in reviewing the variances as this is a
small pool and single claim transactions that are
normal course for the business may look
“unusual” and generate relatively “significant”
variances that in nominal value terms are not that
significant. With 28% of months with prior accident years (PAYs) paid variances in excess of a
prior 24-month standard deviation (left chart above), this suggests the projection process has
performed little better than one based simply on a 24-month average. That said, there may be
evidence of bias in the variances (with actuals tending to be lower than our projections). At this
point, while we note the evidence of bias, the magnitudes (small) make it difficult to adjust our
projection process in response.
The current accident year (CAY) paid variances (right chart above) do not appear to indicate bias.
However, at 36%, the percentage of months with variances in excess of a prior 24-month standard
deviation suggests the projection process performs worse than projections based simply on a 24Page 9 of 21
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month average. We also note that actuals have been lower than projected for 8 of the last 10 months
(and 3 of those months had the variance outside of a standard deviation). For these months, actuals
have been lower than the corresponding months in the prior year, and we also note that the key ratio
we use (paid to ytd earned premium) has also been “unusually” low. We continue to monitor and
look for ways to improve projections.
The CAY paid variance for the current month was outside the one standard deviation band. The
activity for this month was reviewed and confirmed, with the variance attributed to process variance.
We have included, for reference, additional charts immediately below related to levels influencing
paid activity.
Nova Scotia RSP Levels that influence6 Paid activity by Calendar Month

We track beginning prior accident years’ unpaid balance (case and IBNR) as paid activity “comes
out of” the unpaid balance. Changes in the prior accident years’ beginning unpaid balance (see
upper left chart above) occur for several possible reasons:


to offset actual paid activity (may reduce case or IBNR or both);



the annual switchover as a current accident year becomes a prior accident year (occurs in
January); and



when a new valuation is implemented, where the valuation resulted in changes to the
selection of prior accident years’ ultimate (will show up as a beginning unpaid balance
change one month after the valuation is implemented, i.e. the change will generally show in
April, June, September, and November).

6

Our paid projections for the prior accident years are based on selected ratios of paid to beginning unpaid balances, whereas the
current accident year projections are based on selected ratios of year-to-date paid to year-to-date selected ultimate indemnity (i.e.
selected LR x earned premium). In both cases, the ratio selection is based on our review of the more recent recorded activity and
recent AvsP analyses.
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2.2

Actuarial Provisions

An “ultimate loss ratio matching method” (described in section 3) was used to determine the month’s
IBNR7, and factors were applied to the nominal unpaid claims liability (case plus IBNR) to
determine the discount amount (shown as a negative value to indicate its impact of reducing the
liability) and the Provisions for Adverse Deviations. The loss ratios and the factors used to
determine the current month’s provisions and projections were based on the applicable valuation.
The table immediately below summarizes variances in provisions included in the April 2016
Operational Report and the associated one-month projections from last month’s Report.
Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs Projected Summary: IBNR and APV Amounts ($ thousands)

The IBNR provision is $0.6 million higher than projected last month, counterbalancing the recorded
claims activity and adjusting for the earned premium variance impacts indicated in section 2.1.
Exhibit G shows the accident year IBNR amount change from last month to this month broken down
into:
(i)

the change projected last month;

(ii)

the additional change due to variances in earned premium (because we apply a loss ratio to
earned premium in determining ultimate level) and/or recorded claims (as IBNR is
calculated as ultimate less recorded) differences; and

(iii)

the additional change due to valuation implementation impacts (as applicable)

The variances associated with (ii) above are discussed in sections 2.1.a and 2.1.b.
The table at the top of the next page summarizes the variances in the provisions for the premium
deficiency amounts included in the April 2016 Operational Report and the one-month projections
from last month’s Report. Note, that this RSP is in a deferred policy acquisition cost asset position
before actuarial present value adjustments, and in a premium deficiency position after actuarial
present value adjustments. The variances are mainly driven by the variance in unearned premium.

7

For ease of discussion, “IBNR” is used in place of “provisions for incurred but not recorded (IBNR) and development”.
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Nova Scotia RSP Actual vs Projected Summary: Premium Deficiency / (DPAC) Amounts ($ thousands)

3

Ultimate Loss Ratio Matching Method

An “ultimate loss ratio matching method” continues to be applied to the current month and two
projected months shown in the Operational Reports, with IBNR determined by accident year as
follows:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
4

Earned premium to-date
Ultimate loss8 ratio per latest valuation
Estimated ultimate incurred = (a) x (b)
Recorded indemnity & allowed claims expense to-date
IBNR = (c) – (d)

Calendar Year-to-Date Results

The table at the top of the next page summarizes the calendar year-to-date results for indemnity &
allowed claims expenses9, including IBNR.
In calculating the amounts as percentages of earned premium, the calendar year-to-date earned
premium has been used, which includes not only the earned premium associated with the current
accident year, but also earned premium adjustments related to prior accident years. Specifically, the
current accident year (CAY) ratio in the table is 97.4% rather than 94.7% (the valuation ultimate
ratio for accident year 2016), as the calendar year-to-date earned premium includes prior accident
year earned premium adjustments. (Note that the ratios in this table may differ slightly from those
shown in the Nova Scotia RSP Summary of Operations due to rounding).

8

“Loss” here refers to indemnity and allowed claims expenses, but does not include the claims expense allowance included in member
company overall expense allowances (“Expense Allowance” in the Operational Report).
9

Allowed claims expenses are first party legal and other expenses as listed in the RSP Claims Guide. Claims expenses paid through
the member company expense allowance are NOT included in this analysis.
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Nova Scotia RSP Calendar Year-to-Date Indemnity & Allowed Claims Expense Summary ($ thousands)

(“% EP” based on 2016 calendar year-to-date earned premium; ratios may not total due to rounding)

The prior accident years (PAYs) changes from last month are due to the release of the actuarial
present value adjustments with claims payments. The loss ratio change year-to-date reflects not only
changes in the prior accident year levels, but also the increase in the calendar year-to-date earned
premium with an additional month’s earned premium.
For the current accident year, changes in the year-to-date total reflects the additional month’s
exposure and regular changes to actuarial present value adjustments as the year ages.
5

Current Operational Report – Additional Exhibits

Section 6 provides exhibits pertaining to the actuarial provisions reflected in the current month’s
Operational Report.
IBNR (including actuarial present value adjustments) presented in section 6, Exhibit A, were derived
on a discounted basis, and therefore reflect the time value of money and include an explicit provision
for adverse deviations in accordance with accepted actuarial practice in Canada.
IBNR presented in section 6, Exhibit B, does NOT include any actuarial present value adjustments.
The “Total IBNR” from this exhibit is shown in the Operational Report as “Undiscounted IBNR”.
The ultimate loss ratios detailed in section 6, Exhibit B, refer to the estimates derived on the basis of
various actuarial methodologies applied to the experience of the Nova Scotia Risk Sharing Pool for
the purposes of the most recent quarterly valuation. As discussed in section 3, IBNR reflected in the
current month’s Operational Report was derived as the difference between the estimated ultimate for
the claims amount (i.e. earned premium x ultimate loss ratio) and the associated current recorded
amounts (life-to-date payments plus current case reserves).
6

EXHIBITS

The exhibits listed below are provided on the pages that follow:
EXHIBIT A

IBNR for Member Sharing – includes Actuarial Present Value Adjustments

EXHIBIT B

IBNR

EXHIBIT C

Premium Liabilities

EXHIBIT D

Projected Year-end Policy Liabilities

EXHIBIT E

Discount Rate & Margins for Adverse Deviations

EXHIBIT F

Interest Rate Sensitivity

EXHIBIT G

Components of IBNR Change During Month
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EXHIBIT A
IBNR for Member Sharing – includes Actuarial Present Value Adjustments

Please see Exhibit G, page 1 for Components of Change during Current Month
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EXHIBIT B
IBNR

Please see Exhibit G, page 2 for Components of Change during Current Month
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EXHIBIT C
Discount Rate & Margins for Adverse Deviations
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EXHIBIT D
Projected Year-end Policy Liabilities
The table below presents the projected policy liabilities as at December 31, 2016, broken down by
component.
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EXHIBIT E
Discount Rate & Margins for Adverse Deviations
The tables below present selected margins for adverse development by coverage (the total is a
weighted average, based on the unpaid claims projection for December 31, 2016 from the valuation),
followed by the selected discount rate and the associated margin for investment income.
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EXHIBIT F
Interest Rate Sensitivity
The tables below present sensitivity to the member statement claims liability as projected to
Dec. 31, 2016 from the latest valuation date (projections in exhibits A to D are to Dec. 31, 2016 and
based on more up-to-date information). We have included both the current valuation selection
(0.64%), the prior valuation assumption (0.70%) and the prior fiscal year end valuation assumption
(0.70%) for comparative purposes. A 25 basis point margin for investment return adverse deviation
is used in all scenarios presented.
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6.1.a.1 EXHIBIT G
Page 1 of 2
Components of Member Statement IBNR (i.e. “Discounted”) Change During Month
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6.1.a.2 EXHIBIT G
Page 2 of 2
Components of IBNR (i.e. “Undiscounted”) Change During Month
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